Abstract. Generalizing the result of Chigogidze (1991), we prove that all autohomeomorphisms of connected Menger manifolds are stable (in the sense of Brown and Gluck).
A manifold modeled on the (n + 1)-dimensional universal Menger compactum p"+x is called a pn+x -manifold. In [Cx] , Chigogidze proved that an autohomeomorphism A of a p"+x -manifold is stable (in the sense of Brown and Gluck [BG] ) if h is properly n-homotopic to id. Here we show that all autohomeomorphisms of connected pn+x -manifolds are stable. Indeed the following can be proved:
Theorem. Every autohomeomorphism h of a connected pn+x-manifold M can be written as the composition of two homeomorphisms, each of which is identity on some nonempty open set. Proof. First note that the inclusion j: (M \ W) u ÖW c M induces a homeomorphism between the spaces of ends, whence j induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups of ends. By [Be, §6, Theorem] , it suffices to show that j induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups of dim ^ n . Remark. In [Wo] , [CM] , and [Mc] , the stability of all autohomeomorphisms is shown for connected manifolds modeled on the Hilbert cube Q and a normed linear space E « Ew or « F?. Our approach is valid for these manifolds and also for manifolds modeled on the direct limits E°° = dir lim R" and Q°° = dir lim Q" . For required techniques, refer to [Ch] , [BP] , and [Sx¡2].
